
Supporting Parents Managing Behavioural 

Changes During the Pandemic



Session Aims

● Understand how the pandemic can impact on behaviour

● Understand the relationship between SEHM and behaviour

● Relational based practice and strategies



“We are In the midst of a collective trauma”

“Dis regulation and distrust is currently present globally”

Louise Bomber 2020



1. Mindest / history

2. Selective attentiveness

3. Judgmental 



Mindset



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sq_aENVPgks
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Adapted from Bruce D. Perry 2018



ExperienceFeelings

Behaviour Response



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xdYYN-4ttDg




The impact of Technology
V

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=15nR7nhFRZE




http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5aDiRmN1yg
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jMizwAlPTNc


1. Have the mindset of we have a problem here how are we going to solve it

2. Focus attention on the positive behaviours

3. Withhold judgement

4. Be consciously aware of your stressors in the heat of the moment

5. Respond to children’s feelings and experience

6. Remember thoughts can drive behaviour

7. Don’t let technology replace human interaction

8. Relational trauma needs relational repair

9. You always have an option and a choice

10. Create a strong routine in terms of times to wake up, eat lunch, go to bed… 

Stick too it often, veer occasionally

11. Create a structure that helps break the day down into manageable chunks 

Strategies for gap task



1. Focus on deep pressure activities to help calm your child

2. Mix up and down regulating activities into your day

3. Focus on intrinsic rewards for children and don’t be tempted to 

use technology as a reward, embed it into the structure of the 

day

4. Try to balance challenge and support when putting demands on 

children

5. Invite the children into your calm don't join them in their chaos

6. Respond sensitively to needs

7. Attune to your child and use reflective language

8. Match your child level of affect

9. When giving instruction be direct

10. Use name, command, thank you,

11. Use “what should you be doing now?”

12. Avoid asking why

13. Give choices, but only 2 and your preferred last

14. Embrace your child in awe and wonder

15. Use restorative language following an incident



Restorative Language

Relational Questions

What happened?

What were you thinking at the time?

What do you think now?

How did that make you feel?

Who has been affected by what has 
happened?

What has been the hardest thing for you?

What needs to happen to make things 
right?



Quality time 7:1 

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1wE0vwPd6zdsULFPUY9YD86peZiug3l2M/view
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